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I

FLUSHING A FLUID EJECTION DEVICE

BACKGROUND

[00 ] Some three di en io a priafeg systems print -d K i objects by

printing agent onto a kyer of fl d material a d heating the build material layer whereby

particles of build material moistened with agent fee.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0002] Examples wi be described, by way of example with reference to the

accompanying drawings in which corresponding reference n n ra s indicate

co espon g parts and in which:

[0003] Figure 1 is an ifiustration of a three dimensional printing system wi a ftad

ejection device to print agent onto a bufld material layer on a buM area i a hot area of

tie three dimensional printing system; ami

[0004] Figure 2 shows a bbck diagram of an example method for controlling the ibid

ejection device of the three dimensional printing system

[0005] Moreover the draw gs provide examples and or inpieinentations consistent

with the des ti on however, e description is not limited to the examples and/or

implementations provided i the drawings.

DETAILED DESCRIPTION

[0006] The description refers to c offi g a nd ejection device, of which some

examples may be referred to as 3D printer. The description farther refers to a fluid ejection

device controller ami to a three dimensional printing system.

[0007] An example three dkiKixsional printing system prints an agent onto a layer of

bu material in a buM area of the printer. The printer heats the material fe to



i s the particles o f b material moistened by the agent, whereas non-moistened

particles of buM. r er ie ti r n ed ay be repeated n fe times laye by

layer, in that a further b r teria layer is deposited on top of a previous layer agent is

printed onto the- fistfa layer -and t n law heated t I«*e ti moistened particles of

1¾ material of this ayer and so on. Thereby, a 3D object ay i n , ie., printed by

the ee dimensional pri ntin system.

[0008] Te pera a es in file area of the b area may be high, as, fo example, the

isi g of the b mate al is performed by beating. While regularly printing,

temperatures in the area of the build area a e less p b lerr ti c i r the: fluid ejection device,

because the short times spent above the b area. o e i r example, a system iai r

of e printer ay occur leaviig the fl ejection device stopped o top of the -hot ta¾

area, w iei ar example, has temperatures higher tha 5 0 ° C . Staying, e.g. more than

o e e, on top of the hot bit3d area and- close t it, e.g. a 3 mm above a surface

of a topmost b ikl material layer, may dry out- the agent at the nozzles a d g them

Even worse the high temperature r y push the Slid ejection device surface temperature

beyond a boi g point of the agent and boil agent i s e the nozzles arid adjacent flnidics.

[0009] An exampfe method of controilmg the fluid ejection device of the three

dimensional printing system includes con ro g a motion of the fluid ejection device to

print agent onto the (topmost) layer of b material i he bu area C on o g the

fluid ejection device further inckides flushing agent hro gh at feast one nozzle of the

d ejection device i response to detecting a erroneous stopping of the motion of the

fluid ejec a device and the fluid ejection device being positioned on top of the buM area

(ie. the step of fishing agent is carried out when both cond o ar fulfilled at the same

time).

[0010] The example method may pre vent. from gg ng o f the fluid ejection device's

nozzles in situations when the fluid ejection dev e nt nall stops an area o f e

buM area. F hing agent through one o r more nozzles of the- fl uid ejection de vice nay

produce a cooling effect on the fluid ejection device, e.g. by fresh ool agent enter g the

fluid ejection device and or by cooling dow th surface of the buM material under the

fluid ejection device by agent discharged te m the-- nozzles when ishi g. F sli agent



when fee .fluid ejection device- positioned on to of the bisk! area r & m e

fluid ej e fe device dispensiag agent on other nen ers than the d . area fe a ay .not

be piepaied ibr it For example, fee s s ¾ee of fee- b aa eria u der fee- fl ej ectio

-device cooled down from fee bed te p era re t a . ten er s feat redness fee agent

evaporation to normal fe ve Hie example method allows o r K e s fee span of

fee fluid ejection device by over ra i g fee effects of system i re events by mea s

avo ii g fee nozzle clogging i diese circumstances.

[001 ] For example, fee agent includes an agent e.g. to solidify or ob r particles of

b material moistened wife agent. Fo example, the agent includes one or more of e.g..

a si g agent, a binding agent, a detaing agent, a coloring agen and/or corxtuctivity

changing agent.

[00 n some examples, fee agent includes fee binding agent to stick together

particles of b ikl material By beating the buM material layer t e curing process is

accelerated to reduce or avoid a y waiting tines before printing fee next layer, for

example. n some examples, fee braid area fe heated up to temperatures of at feast 80° C ,

100° C . 120" or 50 C. To avoid degradation of fee b d material, in some

e odimen s the temperature of fee build material layer is controlled to not exceed

130° C , 160° C , 180° C or 200° C .

[0013] In some examples, fee agent includes fee fusing agent wife (high) infrared ( )

absorption capacity. This a ows for s er g, ie. melting togefeer pailicfes of b M

mateiial moistened wife agent by appf ng (e.g. x m an IR Eght source) heat radiation to

the build material layer. The fesing agent highly absorbs the teat radiation thereby e ati g

¾ fee age moistened pailicfes of b material above their melting point, whereas non-

moistened particles of buM material absorb less heat radiation and do not reach their

r i m g point.

[0014] h some examples, J g ci des spitting, e . controlling fee ej ectio

device to dispense agent by one or more nozzles at a reasonably b w frequency. Spiting

agent onto fee surface of the buM material layer coofe down t e b i mateiial kyer. This

reduces heating of fee fluid ejection device by heat originating torn tiie buM mateiial



lay r Spittiig be pe ed by ibe same tec g e es usually printing agent is

performed b y fe ejection device. Spitting also reduces clogging by replacing fee

d y g agent i the nozzles by fresh agent F rthern re. spiting agent dispenses (heated

t|.i) egent from the s ejection devise and thereby transports aw a beat fern ti print

head. However, fa. -some p i i i te b pi s , e.g- thermal p i g the, spiting teats p

fee fluid ejection device, e . spiting y cause self-heating of t e fluid ejection device.

i such ations, cooling down fee b v area is fee mail cooling e ct of spitting agent

for example.

[0015] In some examples, fe s g includes priming ibe fluid ejection device. For

example, priming es pressurizing an agent reservoir a d pimping agent under

pressure through t e fluid ejection device out of fee nozzles. like spitting, also priming

dispenses (heated up) agent from the fluid ejection device and le (colder) fresh agent flow

to fee fluid ejection device from fee agent reservoir to transport away heat from fee print

head. F s ing fee fluid ejection device by priming n»y achieve a higher throughput of

agent through the fluid ejection device and, thereby achieving a stronger cooling effect fa

comparison wife spittiig. A&o priming cools down the b u material layer by firstling

the agent from the fluid ejection device onto the s ri ace of the b 3d material layer. The

priming does not heat up d e fluid ejection device. For example the fl xk ejection device

can be (electrically) shut dow for flushing to reduce the self heating of fee find ejection

device.

[0016] h some examples, fee find ejection device may be controlled to spit a certain

quantity of agent in some examples, the fluid ejection device may be controlled to

perform prining for certain period of time. This allows for not to use up a the agent in

the agent reservoir at system fefere event.

[0017] To reduce clogging o f fee nozzles and/or r a maximum g of agent,

in some examples, al nozzles of the fluid ejection device are flushed. For example, some

or afi nozzles of the print head are flushed in turn. Tim enables a more continuous hea

transport away from the fluid ejection device while keeping the quantity of the flushed

agen lower than when (co nti o s y) ffi hing a nozzles in paraOeL To increase the

cooing eflect, in some examples the fluid ejection device is controlled to flush agen wife



two or more o even a o s a the same time. In some examples, the fluid ejection

device s controlled to increas the eq enc of spitting agent to increase the coo

e ee

[00 ] In some examples, the three d a printing system is equipped a

position detector to detect whether the fluid ejection device is located in the area, e.g. on

top, of the b area. In some examples, the bi g agent through he fluid ejection

device is only carried out, if the position of the fl ejection device is detected to be on

top of the build area. This protects the three dimensional printing system to be

contaninated w th age t at other places than the b d area in system iaifure sit at ns

when e fluid ejection device a entiona y stops, e.g. outside a parking position for he

fluid ejection device.

[0019] some examples, the internal of the three dimensional printing system, e.g.

the area o f the b i d a ea is afeo cooled by a ( rther) coo ng system. For example,, the

internal of the three dimensional printing system is vented by cool e i ental a This

can reduce the hea g up of the stopped fluid ejection device and afeo reduce the quantity

of agent to be flushed through tlie fluid ejection device r cooling the fluid ejection

device.

[0020] Now referring to Fig. 1, a example three d r nsional printing system ί to

print three dimensional objects has and a fluid ejection device 2 to prist agent onto a layer

of bnid material 4 2 1 a b area 3. The three dimensional piloting system Sillier las a

fluid ejection device controller 11 i r controlling the fluid ejection device 2. Th fluid

ejection device controller 1 i equipped with a processor 1 and a memory 13, the

memory 13 includes executable instructions that whe executed by the processor 12

causes the fluid ejection device controller 1 1 to control a motion of the fluid ejection

device 2 to print agent onto the layer o u material 4 m a build area 3.

[00 ] T e example three dimensional printing system 1 generates 3D objects 2 1 a

layer wise manner, wherein each layer represents a cross- section at a particular height of

the 3D object to be printed. To generate t e 3D object, the three dk nsi al printing

system 1 prints a cross-sectiooal image co sp ondi g to a certain height-level of tlie 3D



object to be printed onto ibe bui t Laye 4. Particles- o b onto

agent printed (ie. which are a » ene -w ife agent) ag r e a ie-., Then a . fi er layer of

material i provided on top of fee prev layer of build material and the 1

prints a s he cross- sectional i a ge co espo i to a next !i ig -leve of th 3 object

to be printed onto th s fi t r fever. This embfes the thre di n nsi nal printing system 1

to print 3D objects layer by layer - so to say fee object to be printed grows up from fee

bu area 3 . printed 3D object is bn¾ of agglomerated particles of build material

which are embedded in sisroisiding loose particles of buM material on which no agent

has been printed. Relieving fee loose particles of buM material e.g by b is g or

blowing, leaves the desired 3D object.

[0022] A respective cross- sectional image of fee 3D object is printed by discharging

agent from nozzles 5 of the fl id ejection device 2 while moving the xid ejection devbe

2 over the buM area 3 with the buM material fe 4 . The fluid ejection device 2 has at

least one row of ozz es 5 to print a swath of agent each time the fluid ejection device 2

crosses fee buSd area 3. For example, fee fluid ejection device 2 lias two, three or fcur

rows of nozzles 5. In some examples, a first ro of nozzles 5 is for printing a first agent

and a second row of nozzles 5 is f r printing a second agent n some examples, e fluid

ejection device 2 has tb row of nozzles 5 to print a third agent and, i s of these

examples, the fluid ejection device 2 las a fourth row of nozzles 5 to print a fourth agen

[0023] In some examples three dinensional printing system is a s an g type

printer, ie. an image is printed onto a buM material few by priotiog several swaths, e.g.

by pe n r ng (controlled by the fluid ejection device controller 11} a sc n ing like back

a d forth motion o f fee fluid ejection device while moving the build area in direction

transverse to he back and forth motion of the fluid ejection device afler priotiog a swath.

¾ a ows or printing 3D objects having n r n cross-sectional diameter larger han

the length of fee row of nozzles o f the aid ejection device.

[0024] h some examples, the three dimensional printing system is a page wide

printer, ie. the length of e row of nozzles has length which corresponds to a m

cross-sectional diameter of printable 3D objects in di ection transverse to the back and

forth motio of the fluid ejection device. This aBows for last 3D printing, since the fluid



ejection device can print a complete o see a image nto the build material r by

a single motion ft . area.

[0025] T ffi ac t the example ¾ stra ed in Fig. 1, ¾ three dsnensbnai

printing system. 1 ha a hot area arranged between adjacent opposite o t areas 7 . For

example, (controlled by the fluid ejection device controller 11} du ng printing the fluid

ejection device 2 performs a back and forth motion from one co area 7 to the other

(opposite) coH a ea 7 (and vice- ersa) traversing be hot area 6 a d thereby crossing the

area of the b i i area 3 arranged in the hot area 6 to priit agent onto the (topmost) buikl

material layer 4 . A pre- heater 8 is arranged in the hot area 6 to heat up the buikl area and

tt br k material layer 4 to a certain fpre-teating) temperature. For example, the pre-

heater 8 has a resistor heating element or an R tight source to hea the hot area 6.

Howe ver to not unnecessarily degrade the b i d material on the bisH area 3, pr -heating

teats up the bnid area 3 and the bniki material layer 4 to (pre- heating) temperatures

befaw a working temperature, e . a temperature at which tbe aggfoineration of agented

particles of bnid material efficiently performs.

[0026] To teat up tbe (topmost) build material kyer 4 to the woiking temperature, the

ibid ejection device 2 is equipped wi l o e or two or multiple heaters 10 tor loca y

beating tbe b H material layer 4 knmediately before or iasnediaiely after or immediately

before and a er printing agent onto the build material layer 4. In som examples the

heater(s) are mounted at a carriage, which also carries the fluid ejection device 2 . Fo

example, one or multiple heaters 1 are arranged at either side of the fluid ej ectio device

2 with regard to the direction of the back and forth motion of the fl ki ejection device 2 .

Using these heater(s) 10, which travel w th the fluid ejection device 2. the bold material

layer 4 is n en aril heated up to the working temperature for aggiomerating the

particles of buikl material moistened wi h agent. Pie-heating the bu material layer 4

supports tte agg erati n of the particles of buikl material in that the required

temperature step o ea up the bniki material kyer 4 to the working temperature by the

hea ei s) 10 can be reduced. This allows for faster printing, for example.

[0027] For example, the agent includes one or more agents, e.g. a fusing agent, a

binding agent a detailing agent, a coloring agent and/or a co xi ct vity clanging agent.



[0028] Th g agent as a higher . ( ) a sorptks capacity tha fee

particles of b i ateri a When th three d sensks a printing system 1 applies heat

ra diation, e.g. by fee hea er s) 10. onto the u material layer 4 and the particles of b«3d

material moistened ¾¾ fee ns agent hea up to highe te pera re s as pa i of

b i material not moistened wife the f sing agent as the agent absorbs raore heat

rad n than fee (pure) particles of b d material. This allows for heatkig up fee

moistened particles of b d material to a working temperaoire above their elt g point

and, feereby, e i g them together, whereas noii-moistened particles of bu2d material

stay below their meking posit and do not agglomerate.

[0029] As to the binding agent, particles of bui material on i agent S been

printed are, thus, moistened with the binding agent. This binding agent hardens in short

time) exposed to fee working temperature and, thereby, clues together feat particles

of build material onto wh agent has been prilled. 3D objects can be printed by the

three dimensional p inti g system 1 s that e three dimensional printing system 1 prints

cross-sectional structures of the desired 3D object onto fee b d material layer 4, wherein

the particles of material moistened by the agent soEdify a der heat.

[0030] Exposing the fluid ejection device 2 io high temperatures heats up the fluid

ejection device 2 and ca reduce i s ets . For example, the agent s the fluid ejection

device 2, si partic r in the nozzles 5 may dry or boil i the fluid ejectkai device 2 is

heated up to too high temperatures hi regular printing operation, fee fluid ejection device

2 resides in the hot area 6 i r short periods of tines only, namely whfe moving o one

co area to the ofeer cold area 7 and feereby crossing the hot area 6 to print agent onto

fee build material layer 2 . This prevents fee fluid ejection device 2 from overheating in

regular operation For example, one of the cold areas 7 or both co d areas 7 are equipped

wife a parting assembly 9 to cover the nozzles 5, e.g. to protect them from drying out. For

example, in tine periods between pri ng different 3D objects and/or whi applying a

new or further buM material layer onto fee buM area 3, fee Su i ejection device 2 stays

s (one oi) the cold areas 7 and rests at the parking assembly 9. In the cold areas 7 fee

i d ejectkai device 7 can stay at non-ciit a temperatures or can cool down after having

visited the hot area 6 .



[00 ] refc re, i a regular printing station, high nperat es in th o area 6

a e les problematic tor he flail ejection device 2, because t e short times spent fee

hot area .6 in particular above the hu l area 3. However, .for example, a y r

of the i re dimensional t system 1 na avi ¾ fee :ft d ejection device

s ent onafy stopped s fee hot area 6 . Staying there nay dry out the agent i the

nozzles 5 and c og them.

[00 ] The example method of eontrolliig fee u d ejection device 2 of tlx; three

dimensional printing system 1 illustrated i Fig. 2 provides prevention oni clogging of

the Hid ejection device's nozzles 5, e.g. in situations when the ft ejection device 2

s entionafy stops m fee hot area 6 above the (hot) bu area 3. The memory of the

fluid ejection device controller 1 includes executable sistruetions feat when executed by

the processor of the i d ejection device controller 11 causes the Suki ejection device

controller 11 to perform the example method illustrated in Fig. 2 .

[0033] The example .method ri e co to g fo ci 21, by -fee controller 11, a

otio o the f ejection device to print agent onto fee layer of b i material 4 hi

crossing fee b i area 3 This eoi esponds to a regular printing situation, e an le,

[0034] The example method ijrfeer in i es d e ts block 22, by fee . controller

11. v*½ther n erroneous stopping o the notion of fee fluid ejection device 2 has

occurred and whether fee ki ejection device 2 is ae ai positioned on top o fee

b» area 3 i t fee hot area 6 . In fee exampte method fe se two conditions mus e

lfi ile in order t perfcrm block 2 3 described below.

[0035] The example method further i sdes ontrol g, in block 23, by the controller

11, the fluid ejection device 2 to flash agent, e.g. g at feast one nozzle 5 , through a

nozzles of a ro of nozzles or through ai nozzles of all rows of nozzles of the ft d

ejection device 2 .

[0036] Therefore, shi g performed in response to detecting an erroneous

stopping of flie mot n of the Hid ejection device and flie & ejection device being



positioned o top of t e area. ¾ allows fo preventing the f ejection dev ie

Mo discharging rt within the hot .area 6 o te pails of the three d ne s a

p r a ia ste Ϊ fe build .area 3.

[00 ] Ftehkig agen gh one or nor e nozzles 5 of the :f d ejectbn device 2

causes a cooling effect on the fluid ejection device 2, e.g. by fresh cool agent ente g the

fluid ejection device 2 and by cooling dow d e siaiaee of e biiiM material layer 4 under

the fluid ejection device 2 by agen discharged from the nozzies 5 when nshkig The

example ethod a ws ibr increasing the life span of the fluid ejection device by

overconmg the effects of system fa3 ¾ events by means avoiding the n zz c gg g in

these circumstances.

[0038] For exa p , the ishi g, i ock 23, includes sp i t g agent by the nozzies 5

o to the material layer 4 . Spitting agent means discl arg g agent at low frequencies

from one or more nozzles 5. This replaces ok (wanned up) agent by fr esh (cooler) agent

from, e.g. retrieved from an agent cartridge. For example, a main cooling effect of spitting

agen is cooliig down the b 2 teri a layer 4 i the area of die b id ejection device 2 .

For a higher cooling effect, he fi nsh g i b ock 23. i e sdes piining the ejection

device 2, tor example. In prinmig the hM ejectbn device 2 the throughput of agent

o the fluid ejection device 2 (and me nozzles 5) h i man i spitting agent

The higher throughput of agent increases the cooling effect as more fresh (eooi) agent

passed to the fhM ejectbn device 2 . A so more agent is discharged onto the b ikt material

layer 4 by piining, whic therefore cools down even fester. For example, d e piiring is

performed by applying an air pressure to the agent system to bbw out agent through the

nozzles 5. This reduces or avoids sett-heating of he fluid ejection device 2 during

tehing.

[00 ] Controlling, in bbck 23, fluid ejection device 2 to flus agent through the

nozzles is accompanied with a consumption of fr esh agent obtaine from a reservoir, e.g.

the agent cartridge. To avoid an undue high consurnption of agent., the & ejection

device 2 is controlled, by the fluid ejectbn device controller 11, to sp i in block 23,

(only) a certain quantity of agent, ibr example. For l same reason, s examples,

the find ejectbn device 2 is controlled, by the controller 11, to peri n, bloc 23,



i for a certain period of tine (only). Age cons a fo ¾ can be iier

controlled r a zzfe , o ly s of nozzles or a os s 5 are

febed a a .

[0040] A g same e ples of methods a d :prodocts hav been described t erei ,

other s a e generally wi h the scope of this deser i As wi be appreckted,

i description generally contemplates various in e nte ions feiriy ia g w i e

scope of the appended claims either literally or xier the d c ri of equivalents.



CL S

1. A fluid ejecti on d controller r con i g a fluid ejection device of a

three d n printing s stem te fluid ejection device controller c ¾. g a

processor and Ά mem ory i memory eorrprises executable ips c ns that when

executed by the processor causes the fluid ejection device controller to

control a motion of the ft i i ejection device to print agent onto a layer of bufld

material in build area; and

to flush agent through at least one nozzie of the fluid ejection device in response to

detecting, by the fluid ejection device controller an erroneous stopping of the motion of

the fluid ejection device and the fi nk ejection device being positioned o top of the b d

area.

2 . The fluid ejection device controller according to claim 2 , wherein the agent

comprises at feast one of a fiismg agent, binding agent, a detailing agent a cobriog

agent and conductivity changing agent

3 . The fluid ejection device controller aceordi to cfe I , here to flush

agent comprises to spi agent.

4. The fluid ejection device controller a cord to fe in , whereia to sp agent

comprises to sp certai. quantity of agent.

5. The fluid ejection device controller according o cfeiui L wherein t flush

agent comprises to prime the fluid ejection device.

6 . The fluid ejection device controller according to c im 5 wherein to prsne the

i d ejection device comprises to prime the fluid ejection device for certain period of

time.

. The fluid ejection device controller according to claim 1. wherein the

controlling fluid ejection device comprises at leas one row of nozzles.



8. fluid ejection device con r l er aeeo g to claim 7, wherein to i sh

agent i es to flash .ag through at nozzles of th fl uid ejecti on device.

9 A thre dimensional printing system conpising:

a ejeefen device; and

a fluid ejection device controller for controlling the fluid ejection device;

wherein he fluid ejection device coi¾roier comprises a processor a d a mei iy, (he

memory comprises executable s tions flat when executed by d e processor causes the

id ejection device controller to

control a inotion of d ejection device to prior agent onto a layer of b k

listeria! in a build area; a d

to to agent through at least one nozzle of t fluid ejection device in response to

detecting, by t e fluid ejection device controller, an erroneous stopping of the motion of

the fluid ejection device and the flsid ejection device being positioned on top of the buM

area.

10. A rr t o of n rol g a i ejection device of . a three di e i na pi½fing

system;

i rneihod eo ising :

e ntro ng a n on of the m ejection device: to print agent o to a law of buM

x a eria i a area; an

response to detecting a erroneous s op g of the fe o e fluid ejection

device and » ejection device- being positioned on top of flje b i d area, fl u h g

agent t ao g at feast one nozzle of the fluid ejection device.
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